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I received notice the other day that the 2021 Hosta
College has been cancelled. I really thought the
pandemic would be behind us by now, but it looks
like the affect is lasting into 2021. I am still hopeful
that our regional convention will still go-ahead next
year.
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I am on the board with the Knoxville Botanical
Gardens & Arboretum so have had an insight into
how botanical gardens have been affected –
especially with raising funds. Like the UT gardens,
the KBGA gardens are free to visit any time but rely
on sponsors and donations to fund the operation of
the gardens. Obviously, all of the KBGA fundraising events are cancelled so we have to be
innovative to get money to survive. Our major fundraising event is the Green Thumb Gala on October
the 4th. However as this is not happening, we are
promoting this event to not show up but instead to
buy tickets and sponsor tables. I am amazed at
people’s generosity who still support the gardens,
even though they won’t be entertained or be treated
to fine dining. I encourage you to become a member
of the KBGA and support our fundraising efforts.

accomplish than what you thought it would take. I
am thinking that my gardens should be in good
shape by the convention tour next year. I have lost a
few Hostas this year by too much root & moisture
competition under the Hemlock and Maple trees so
are converting some to containers and the rest being
buried in grow bags into the ground. I am hoping
this work will pay off. The next time you visit my
garden you will notice the large entry garden on the
right will be complete and it does have a lot of
Hostas in the garden. I call it Emma’s garden as it is
in my neighbor’s yard – but she doesn’t mind. Feel
free if you ever want and come and visit the gardens
– I am usually home these days. If anyone has a
pond that they want to add some greenery to, I have
a Pickerel Plant that I have to severely cut back so
let me know if you want any before I trash it. It has
nice blue blooms and the bees love it.

I continue to work in my gardens every day when it
is not raining (which is rare these days) and slowly
seeing progress with projects. I am astounded by
how things always take three times longer to
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I really can’t predict when our next in person event
will be as we need to play it safe – we certainly
don’t want to lose any members to Covid-19. We
are blessed to be able to spend time in our gardens –
they have probably never looked so good.
Warm Regards
Fred Anderson
2020 President
East Tennessee Hosta Society

ETHS Calendar

macro-pore space once the water drains out. Now
think of a sponge. It also has micro- and macro-pore
spaces. The sponge is still damp if you squeeze it as
hard as you can. That’s because of the water that
remains in the micro-pore space.

CANCELLED – Until further notice all events
are officially cancelled.

Now take a sponge and get it good and wet. Hold it
so the smallest dimension (the thickness of the
sponge) is horizontal. Allow the water to drain. But
don’t squeeze the sponge.

Debunking Gardening
Myths
Myth #6: Gravel improves pot
drainage.
It’s all about the soil physics. Potting mixes sold in
garden centers are designed for maximum
aeration/porosity and optimal water holding
capacity. Roots need both air and water to survive.
The bottom of a container is where the potting mix
will be the wettest due to what is called a “perched
water table” that is created by the bottom of the pot,
even though there is a drainage hole.

Once it stops dripping, hold the sponge so the width
is vertical. Water will again drip out! Once it stops
dripping, hold the sponge so the length is vertical.
You’ll find even more water drips out.

If you add gravel to the bottom of the container, or
as some people suggest Styrofoam packing peanuts,
all you are doing is reducing potting mix volume.
The result is less capacity to hold air and raising the
perched water table.

Well, think of the sponge as the depth of a pot. The
deeper the pot, there will be more efficient drainage.
So, don’t shorten the depth of the pot by adding
gravel in the bottom!

Try this experiment. Potting mix has micro- and
macro-pore space. The micro-pore space holds the
water once the mix has drained. Air will be in the
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September and October
Gardening Activities
Summer is waning and we are heading into autumn.
Days are getting shorter as we approach the
autumnal equinox on September 22. The fall
flowering perennials like asters and
chrysanthemums will be flowering.
© Mary Albrecht

Photo Credit: Peacock White Flowering Kale on
the University of Maryland campus (USDA Zone
7a). Photos taken February 10, 2020 by Sam
Bahr, campus horticulturist (and former student
of your editor).

And, the first of the autumn leaves will begin to
drop. At first, you’ll find insect and disease
weakened leaves of hackberry (wooly hackberry
aphids), tulip poplar (anthracnose) and maples (also
anthracnose) falling from the trees before they
obtain autumn colors. These should be raked and
bagged to go out with the trash as you want to
remove them from your yard to reduce the pest
pressure the next year. Once you get into leaves
dropping that exhibit their autumn colors, these can
be composted.

And, it’s the time to plant spring flowering bulbs.
The Narcissus (daffodils, jonquils, etc.), tulips,
crocus, and others already have the flowers
developing in the bulbs. They need 8 to 12 weeks of
chilling provided through the winter months to
release gibberellins tied-up with carbohydrates in
the bulb scales. As the bulbs use the carbohydrates
to make it through winter, the gibberellins are
released and are ready to cause cell elongation in
the flower stalks once soils warm up and the bulbs
wake up in the spring. In autumn, the soils are still
warm enough to encourage root growth for
establishment in the garden.

Overwintering Caladiums
Fall is also the time to dig caladiums once the
foliage is about 50% faded or nipped by an early
frost. Key is to make sure the tubers are going
dormant. If tubers are dug too early, the tubers will
more than likely, rot through the winter.

It’s also a good time to dig and divide perennials.
The ground is still warm, and the plants are going
dormant thanks to the shortening daylengths, and
hopefully, cooler night temperatures. Divide and
make sure the divisions are well watered in their
new location. Root growth will continue as the
plants go dormant.
Of course, it’s time to think about planting the
winter annuals like pansies, flowering kale and
cabbage, and snapdragons.

© Mary Albrecht
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Let the tubers
air dry in the
garage or
basement. You
don’t want to
leave them
outside where
© Mary Albrecht
they can get
rained upon. Once the foliage that remains has
withered up, remove the it and roots, and store in a
cool, dry location.

everyone feel at ease concerning any anxiety we
might have about our artistic abilities.
Creating a garden sketchbook is not about being a
great artist; it is about your individual thoughts and
concepts. Jo Ann has maintained a garden
sketchbook for several years and uses it to
document ideas and concepts from her own garden,
as well as her travels to other gardens.
Jo Ann related that sketching ideas and illustrations
provides a memory of a garden beyond what a
camera captures. She explained how a garden
sketchbook can be a keepsake that is passed down
to others. While it is similar to a diary, it is better,
because you capture more than just words. You are
able to capture your visual memories and thoughts.

How a Garden
Sketchbook Can Help
Your Garden
Each year when the notice arrives for Hosta College
I look forward to seeing what classes are offered.
This year one in particular caught my attention,
“How Sketchbooks Can Help Your Garden.” When
registration opened, I signed up for the class. What
a good choice I made!

Jo Ann asked the class to share experiences they
had using garden sketchbooks. Only a few had ever
used one, but we shared our ideas beyond the
artistic aspect such as documenting the weather,
bloom times, garden art, wildlife, etc.
We were able to practice and begin our garden
sketchbook by creating quick studies of several
slides. The slides were shown for a short period;
then Jo Ann moved on to another. This let us
practice drawing a concept of what we saw quickly.
Details were put into perspective according to what
concept of the photo we wanted to capture.

This was a class that did have an extra fee, but the
fee was very affordable. For $10 each student was
given a hardbound sketchbook, a set of colored
pencils, a marker and a plastic holder for it all to fit
into.
Jo Ann Marshall, a landscape designer from Ann
Arbor, Michigan, was the instructor. She made
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Drawing my garden will open a new aspect to
gardening. The appreciation of a garden when we
stop to draw it is different than working in it or
photographing it.
She also shared resources with us. One particular
book, Create Your Own Artist’s Journal, by Erin
O’Toole, I found very nice. So nice, in fact, that I
came home and found it online for a bargain price
of $4.75 and ordered it!

© Elin Johnson
Black bee on H. Guacamole

As always Hosta College was a great day filled with
valuable information and enjoyable classes. I
always leave with excitement for the growing
season soon to come. If you haven’t attended Hosta
College, I encourage you to do so and, if it is
offered again, consider registering for ‘How
Sketchbooks Can Help Your Garden.’

© Elin Johnson
Blue Dasher on H. Lemon Snap

About this story: By Carol Youngblood. Originally
published in the summer 2008 issue of The Hoosier
Hosta Herald, the newsletter of the Indianapolis
Hosta Society. Copied from Great Expectations, the
newsletter of the Central Illinois Hosta Society,
August 202, Vol. 26, Issue 6.

Garden Companions
While enjoying the garden, whether in pots on the
patio or beds in the ground, look for garden visitors!
© Elin Johnson
© Nancy Robinson
Emerald moth taken last spring.
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Something a Little Different
Found in the landscape of Fred and Sandra Anderson.

© Fred Anderson

© Fred Anderson

Naked Lady Volunteer

Pickerel Plant – The pond plant
mentioned in my message that I
want to divide.

© Fred Anderson
Night-blooming Cereus third
time blooming – six of them will
bloom on 8/19 – only blooms for
one night and only between 11pm
and 6am – Fragrant Flowers.
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© Fred Anderson

Pink Angel Trumpet Flower – can
be left in ground over winter if you
cut it right down and mulch over

Plumeria (Frangipani) – first time
blooming
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